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THE SPANISH SEARCH FOR. LA SALLE'S COLONY ON 
THE BAY OF ESPIRITU SANTO, 1685-1689 

WILLIAM EDWARD DUNN 

So much has been written about the work of La Salle in 

America, and of his fruitless settlement on the coast of Texas, 
that a word of explanation may not be amiss in presenting an 
additional article on the subject. Although the main facts of 
La Salle's last enterprise have been made familiar by Parkman 
and more recent writers, practically nothing has hitherto been 
written of the Spanish attitude toward his settlement in the light 
of the original sources in the archives of Spain.1 The writer feels 

justified, therefore, after an investigation of some nine months 
in the General Archive of the Indies, at Seville, in contributing 
an article based upon the new material which he has discovered. 
No attempt will be made at this time to review even in brief 
fashion the well-known facts of La Salle's settlement in Texas, 

although additional light is shed thereon by the new material now 

1In 
the September (1915) number of the Mississippi Valley Historical 

Review, Professor H. E. Bolton discusses the location of La Salle's colony 
in Texas, identifying the site of Fort Saint Louis beyond all further 
doubt. Although based upon material from Spanish archives, his con- 
tribution is chiefly of a geographical nature, and does not treat of the 
period covered by the present paper. Bancroft, in his Noirth Mexican 
States and Texas, Volume I, devotes less than a page to the Spanish 
search for La Salle (exclusive of Leon's expedition of 1689), and his 
brief account is almost wholly incorrect. Clark's Beginnings of Texas, 
the most exhaustive study hitherto published in this field, adds little to 
Bancroft's account, and repeats some of the latter's errors. 
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available. This paper will be confined instead to an account of 
the way in which the first reports of La Salle's activities reached 

Spain and Mexico, and of the elaborate search made by the Span- 
iards for the French settlement during the years 1685 to 1689.2 

The First News of La Salle's Colony Received in Mexico and 
Spain 

It is rather, surprising that the first news that reached Spain 
concerning La Salle's expedition in 1684, which resulted in the 

founding of a French colony on the coast of Texas, should have 
come by way of America instead of through regular diplomatic 
channels in Europe. But such seems to have been the case. So 
well was the secret guarded in France that no inkling of La Salle's 

enterprise seems to have penetrated to the Spanish court until 

despatches from Mexico reached the Council of the Indies more 
than a year and a half after La Salle and his followers had sailed 
from La Rochelle. 

This ignorance seems the more remarkable when it is remem- 
bered that at the time of La Salle's preparations Spain was upon 
her guard against threatened encroachments upon her colonies in 
America. The policy of France toward the corsair settlements on 
the northern coast of Santo Domingo and the neighboring islands 
had made Spain justly suspicious of the intentions of her neighbor. 
Although France had at first disavowed the action of her adven- 
turous subjects in establishing themselves in the oldest of the 

Spanish colonies in America, the royal jurisdiction had finally 
been extended over the pirate settlements. A governor was ap- 
pointed, and French courts erected in the capital, Petit Gouave, 
and three other towns. From this center of French influence a 
horde of pirates began to descend upon the coasts of Spanish 
America, inflicting enormous damage upon defenceless seaports, 
fleets, and galleons. Although the French crown claimed that it 
was unable to control these turbulent subjects, little doubt was 

2This paper may be considered as the first fruits of a movement headed 
by the University of Texas to exploit the archives of Spain for material 
bearing upon the history of Texas and other portions of the Southwest. 
Transcripts are now being made of such material in the General Archive 
of the Indies at Sevile, copies of which will be deposited in the manu- 
script collections of the University of Texas and the Library of Congress. 
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felt in Spain that their operations met with the approval of their 

sovereign.3 
With the lesson of Santo Domingo before her, Spain was con- 

stantly uneasy as to the future designs of the French. In 1678, 
six years before La Salle's last expedition, news reached Spain 
concerning the efforts of the renegade Pefialosa4 to induce the king 
of France to undertake the conquest of the provinces of Quivira. and 

Teguayo and the rich mines of northern Mexico. It was reported 
in Spain that Pefialosa had been assured that his proposals would 
receive favorable consideration as soon as France should again be 

at peace. Warnings were at once sent to the colonial officials of 
New Spain instructing them to be on their guard against the 
threatened aggression. No definite measures of defence were 

adopted, however, until 1685, when an asiento was granted to 
Martin de Echagaray, a naval captain of the presidio of San Au- 

gustine, for the settlement of fifty families in Florida, and for 
the exploration of the famous Bay of Espiritu Santo, said to be 
the finest harbor on the Gulf of Mexico.5 By this action it was 

hoped to protect the province of Florida from the ravages of 
French and English pirates, strengthen the hold of Spain upon 
the mainland north of the Gulf of Mexico, and thus anticipate 
any possible encroachment on the part of France arising from the 

representations of Pefialosa. 
Yet in spite of these measures of precaution and the generally 

vigilant attitude of Spain, the activities of La Salle, though far 
more ambitious and threatening than those of Pefialosa, seem to 
have been absolutely unknown to the Spanish crown, and, as has 
been stated, the first definite information concerning 

La. 
Salle's 

designs was received by way of Mexico many months after the 

3Respuesta fiscal, June 28, 1740, summarizing French aggressions in 
Santo Domingo; manuscript in the General Archive of the Indies, Seville, 
Spain, Audiencia de Santo Domingo, estante 55, caj6n 1, legajo 2. 

4Pefialosa was a former governor of Mexico, who had suffered disgrace 
at the hands of the inquisition. Cf. E. T. Miller, "The Connection of 
Pefialosa with the La Salle Expedition," in THE QUARTERLY, V, 97-112, 
for an account of Pefialosa's activities in France. 

5Royal cedulas of December 10, 1687, and August 2, 1685; Audiencia de 
Mexico, estante 61, caj6n 6, legajo 20. The complete autos of the Echa- 
garay enterprise are found in this legajo. Unless otherwise stated, all 
citations throughout this paper will be understood to refer to this same 
legajo. 
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settlement of the French on Spanish territory had become an 

accomplished fact. 
The way in which the secret of La Salle's colony came to light, 

hitherto only vaguely and incorrectly stated, was as follows: While 

returning from a fruitless treasure hunt to South American waters 
in the summer of 1685 Admiral Gaspar de Palacios, pilot-major 
of the Indies, encountered a large fleet of pirate vessels off the 
coast of Yucatan. He was pursued for some distance, but suc- 
ceeded in escaping to Vera Cruz, whence he notified the viceroy, 
Conde de Paredes, of the proximity of the pirates, and of the 
threatened danger to the coast towns. On July 6 the corsairs, to 
the number of about seven hundred and fifty men, led by the 
notorious Agramont (or Grammont), entered Campeche, and 
sacked and burned the city. They remained there for fifty-seven 
days, until forced to retire by the arrival of a relief expedition. 
On September 10 one of the corsair vessels6 was captured by the 

armada de barlovento (windward squadron) under General Andres 
Ochoa de Zqrate,7 and taken to Vera Cruz with one hundred and 

twenty prisoners on board. It was during the course of the exam- 
ination of these prisoners that evidence was received that a French 

colony had been planted on the coast of the Gulf of Mexico.8 
Although this alarming news was contained in the declarations 

of several of the pirates, the most detailed information was given 
by a young Frenchman, who claimed to have been a member of 
the colony that had been established. On October 27, 1685, this 

6The name of the vessel was Nuestra Sefiora de la regla, and it was 
commanded by the French captain, Pierre Bart. 

'Ochoa died shortly afterwards, and was succeeded by Admiral Antonio 
de Astina. 

SGaspar de Palacios to Don Pedro de Oreytia, president of the Casa de 
la Contratacibn, November 17, 1685; Antonio de Astina to the king, No- 
vember 18, 1685; auto of Astina, October 27, 1685, in Testimo de los 
Autos, y diligencias fechas por el gouo. de la Nua. espa. sobre el recono- 
cimto. de poblazon de franceses en la Bahia del Espiritu Sancto, 4-5, 
Audiencia de MeNxico, estante 61, caj6n 6, legajo 20; Joseph de Murueta 
Otalora and. Francisco Garcia de Arroyo to the viceroy, October 29, 1685, 
Ibid., 2-3. 

The date of the capture of the corsair vessel has usually been given as 
September, 1684, instead of 1685, and this mistake has caused writers to 

represent that more than a year elapsed before the first expedition was 
sent out to search for the French. Cf. Clark, "The Beginnings of Texas," 
14 (Bulletin of the University of Texas, No. 98); Bolton, "The Location 
of La Salle's Colony on the Gulf of NMexico," Mississippi Valley Historical 
Review, II, 169; Bancroft, North Mexican States and Texas, I, 399. 
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individual was subjected to a special examination. In reply to 
the usual preliminary questions, the witness said that his name 
was Denis Thomas; that he was a native of Longueville, near 

Dieppe; twenty-two years old; and lately page in the service of 
the Marquis de Greville. About a year before, he said, he had 
sailed from France on a royal frigate commanded by a Captain 
Bonchiut (Beaujeu), in company with three other vessels, which 
carried all necessary supplies for the founding of a settlement at 
a place called Mississippi.9 The colonists numbered about two 
hundred and fifty persons, including two companies of infantry, 
seven priests, and men of various trades and professions. Only 
four women were taken along, as it was understood that the 
Indian women would serve as wives. On October 28, 1684, the 

expedition arrived at Petit Gouave, the capital of the French set- 

tlements, on the northern coast of Santo Domingo. Shortly be- 
fore arriving there a ketch laden with provisions was captured 
by the Spaniards,"' and the expedition was forced to remain at 
Petit Gouave for more than two months in order to secure addi- 
tional supplies. During this delay, Thomas said, he decided to 
abandon the colony and return to France, as he had heard that 
the voyage would be a very long one. Finding himself without 

'This name is usually written "Micipipi" in the documents I have used. 
"0The writer has taken special pains to obtain some light upon the 

capture of La Salle's ketch, the Saint-Francois, but has been unable to 
find any formal report concerning the incident. According to survivors 
of La Salle's colony captured in Texas some years later, the ketch had 
fallen behind the other vessels, and was captured by four pirogues 
manned by Spaniards (Declaration of Jean de l'Arch6vrque, in Autos 
y Diligencias q se an Executado pr. el Capn. Alonso de Leon . 
sobre el descubrimto de Vna poblazon de franzeses q se dijo hauia en el 
Seno Mexicano, 60; declaration of Pierre Meusnier, in Testimonio de 
autos en orden a las dilixs. y resulta de ellas pa la entrada a los Paraxes 
de la Vahya del Spiritu sto, 58). Andres de Pez and Juan Enriquez 
Barroto, who made several expeditions in search of the French, declared 
in 1687 that they had sailed with some of the men who had captured 
the ketch, and that a report of the capture had been sent to Spain (Mar- 
ginal annotations by Pez and Barroto, in Copia de relacion hecha al Rei 
Xmo tocante a la Vahia del Spiritu ssto). Whether the capture was 
really reported to Spain is still a matter of doubt, but it is practically 
certain that no connection was seen between the incident and La Salle's 
enterprise until much later. Bancroft has confused the ketch with the 
pirate vessel captured by General Ochoa, and says: "Information of La 
Salle's projects was obtained in 1684, probably from the crew of the cap- 
tured St. Francois, though she is mentioned as a French corsair taken 
on the coast of Yucatan" (North Mexican States and Texas, I, 399). 
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employment, he had embarked in the corsair vessel which had been 

captured and taken to Vera Cruz. 
These personal details having been disposed of, the Spanish 

officials endeavored to learn something more definite concerning 
the French colony itself. Upon being asked who had discovered 
the place called Mississippi, and when, Thomas replied that a 
Frenchman named Monsieur de Salas had discovered it after a 
search of eighteen years, having made his way from New France 
to a large river, which he had descended for five hundred leagues 
until he reached its mouth and the open sea. He had then re- 
turned to France, where the king, as a reward for his success, had 

presented him with a small chest filled with luis d'ors, had given 
him the title of Marquis, and made him viceroy of the country he 
had discovered. Thomas said that he had heard that Monsieur 
4e Salas had left seventeen men in a fort which he had built on 
the large river; and that he had planned to conquer some rich 
mines not far from Mississippi, for which reason the cannon had 
been brought along. The witness stated that he had heard all 
of these things from a servant of M. de Salas, named La Esperanza; 
but that his informant had refused to reveal the exact location 
of the place at which they were to settle. Many other questions 
were asked the prisoner, and further details were brought out in 

regard to the settlement. As the general facts of his story were 
corroborated by the declarations of several other prisoners, the 
officials at Vera Cruz were forced to conclude that a French colony 
had actually been founded within Spanish territory."l 

Great was the surprise and consternation caused by this dis- 

quieting news. Maps were hurriedly consulted, and attention 
focussed upon the little-known interior of North America and 
the equally unfamiliar coast line of the Gulf of Mexico. Although 
the Spanish officials were completely ignorant of this region, they 
could see from the map that there was only one river leading from 
New France to the Gulf of Mexico along whose course one could 
travel for five hundred leagues. That was the river shown on 

11Declaration of Denis Thomas, October 27, 1685, in Testimo de los 
Autos, y diigencias fechas por el gouo. de la. Nua. espa. sobre el recono- 
cimto. de poblazon de franceses en la Bahia del Espiritu Sancto, 5-13. 
The full testimony of the pirates examined at Vera Cruz may be found 
in Audencia de M6xico, estante 60, caj6n 2, legajo 4, 668 folios. Com- 

plete details are given in regard to the attack upon Campeche. 
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the maps of the period as the "Rio del Espiritu Santo." At its 
mouth was shown the famous Bay of Espiritu Santo, designated 
by old cartographers as the only good harbor on the northern 
coast of the Gulf. Admiral Palacios, experienced pilot and navi- 

gator, was not long in concluding that the probable site of the 
French settlement was on this very bay. When he estimated the 
distance from this place to the various ports of Mexico and Florida, 
finding that it was only one hundred and twenty leagues from 

Apalache, one hundred and sixty-five from Tampico, and one 
hundred and ninety from Vera Cruz, the dangerous proximity of 
the French colony was immediately realized. From the Bay of 

Espiritu Santo the French would be able to attack the fleets of 
the Indies and threaten the whole kingdom of New Spain. Pa- 
lacios thought that immediate and vigorous action was imperative. 
He therefore drew up a report to the viceroy, suggesting that steps 
be taken to ascertain the exact location of the French settlement, 
and that armed forces be sent to destroy it. The first measure, 
he thought, would not be difficult. Two fishing boats, with twelve 
men each, could easily be sent out from Vera Cruz to examine 
the Gulf coast; and a similar expedition could also be made, with 
even more facility, from Havana, as the officials there were more 
familiar with the region in question.12 The report of Palacios 
and letters from other officials at Vera Cruz,'3 who concurred in 
his opinion, were sent to the capital by special courier, arriving 
there on November 3. The documents were immediately sent by 
the viceroy to the fiscal, and a junta general extraordinaria was 
summoned to meet as soon as the latter official should conclude his 

report. The fiscal was at once impressed with the gravity of the 
facts disclosed by the declarations of the pirates. The evidence 
left little doubt, he thought, that a French settlement had been 
made on the Bay of Espiritu Santo. He recommended, therefore, 
that the suggestions of Palacios should be adopted, and a suit- 
able person sent from Havana to spy out the location of the French. 

In the meantime, all available naval forces should be made ready 
for action. The fiscal made no recommendation in regard to an 

1-Palacios to the viceroy, October 27, 1685, Testimo de los Autos, y 
diligencias fechas, 14-18. 

13The complete autos are in Ibid., 1-18. 
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expedition from Vera Cruz, as he understood that Palacios had 

suggested the one from Havana as a preferable alternative.14 On 
the following day the meeting extraordinary of the viceroy's ad- 

visory council was held, and the recommendations. of the fiscal 

adopted. The viceroy accordingly ordered, on the same day, that 
Admiral Palacios should select a suitable person to proceed to 

Havana, where a vessel and the necessary supplies would be fur- 
nished for the proposed expedition. All arrangements were left 
in the hands of Palacios, and the other officials at Vera Cruz were 
instructed to co-operate with him to the fullest extent.'5 

A week later the order of the viceroy had reached Vera Cruz, 
and preparations were begun for the expedition. Two pilots of 
the armada de barlovento were selected to make the voyage. Juan 

Enriquez Barroto, chief pilot of the frigate, Nuestra Sefiora de la 

Soledad, was chosen as leader. He was an experienced draughts- 
man as well as a practical pilot, and, it was said, a man of proved 
intelligence. Antonio Romero, associate pilot of the flagship of 
the armada, was chosen to accompany Barroto, as he had made 

many voyages from 
Havana. 

to Apalache, and was familiar with 
that portion. of the route. With instructions from Palacios for 
their guidance, Barroto and Romero left Vera, Cruz in a private 
ship on November 21, bearing orders from the viceroy to the 

governor of Havana for the fitting out of a vessel for the voyage 
of exploration. Palacios continued to urge the necessity of send- 

ing out another expedition from Vera Cruz, lest the vessel of 

Barroto and Romero might meet with misfortune, but he was 
unable to find a suitable person to command this additional enter- 

prise, and nothing was done in the matter. Instead it was de- 

cided to supplement the expedition from Havana by an explora- 
tion overland from the northern frontier of New Spain, an account 
of which will be given in due time. Little seems to have been 

expected from the land expedition, however, and it was chiefly 

upon the efforts of Barroto and Romero that the viceregal authori- 
ties based their hopes for the speedy discovery of the colony planted 
by La Salle.- 

14Respuesta fiscal, November 4, 1685, Ibid., 18-21. 

"1Decree of the viceroy, November 5, 1685, Ibid., 24-29. 

16Ibid., 48-76. In a letter to the viceroy, dated November 26, 1685, 
Palacios suggested that since the armada de barlovento would not be in 
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Before taking up the series of expeditions that were sent out 
from Mexico to search for La Salle's settlement, it will be interest- 

ing, perhaps, to note the effect produced in Spain by the news of 
the occupation of the Bay of Espiritu Santo by the French. The 
first reports reached Spain about the middle of March, 1686. 

They were conveyed by a special ship (navio de aviso) despatched 
by the general of galleons from Havana, and consisted of letters 
from Admirals Palacios and Astina and the governor of Havana. 
These letters stated briefly the facts brought out by the declarations 
of the pirates at Vera Cruz, and told of the expedition that was 

being made ready to search for the French."7 The matter first 
came before the Council of the Indies at its meeting of March 27, 
1686, but action was delayed, in accordance with the usual routine, 
until a. relator could examine the documents, and present a sum- 

mary to the Council. Thus it was not until April 2 that the 
Council was able to give its serious consideration to the matter. 

In Spain, as in Mexico, there was little disposition to doubt 
the truth of the reports received. Indeed, as has been seen, an 

aggressive movement by France against the Spanish colonial pos- 
sessions had been feared for many years. It seems to have been 

expected, however, that France would work through the medium 
of the pirates who infested the Gulf of Mexico, just as she had 
done in the case of Santo Domingo. It was therefore generally 
believed in Spain, at first, that the reported settlement must have 
been the work of the most prominent of the corsairs, Agramont. 
A few days after the official reports from Mexico reached Spain, 
however, the Council of the Indies received a letter from a trust- 

worthy person in Cadiz, who stated that he had received private 
advices from Paris to the effect that about a year before five 

ships had been sent out by the king of France for the purpose 
of founding a new colony in America. This additional news, fol- 

lowing so closely the reports from Mexico, left little doubt in the 
minds of the members of the Council that a general offensive 

condition to put to sea for several months, and that since, in the mean- 
time, the French might receive reinforcements, four vessels then avail- 
able at Vera. Cruz should be utilized to make the attack without delay. 
No action seems to have been taken in regard to this proposal (Ibid., 
54-56). 

"Palacios to Oreytia, November 17, 1685; Astina to the king, Novem- 
ber 18, 1685; Munibe to the king, December 29, 1685. 
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against Spanish America had been inaugurated by the French 
crown itself, and that the first move thereof was the establishment 
of the colony on the Bay of Espiritu Santo."' 

The great alarm felt in Spain is clearly shown by the proceed- 
ings of the Council of the Indies at its session of April 2. The 

occupation by the French of such an important region as the 

Bay of Espiritu Santo was characterized as a most critical matter, 
and as a movement which threatened the safety of the Indies and 
the whole Spanish monarchy. Although, the Council concluded, 
the viceroy of Spain, Conde de Paredas, had doubtless done all 
in his power to safeguard the royal dominions, it was feared that 
the forces at his disposal were not sufficient to enable him to expel 
the French in case they had fortified their settlement. It was 

necessary, therefore, that reinforcements should be sent from 

Spain without an instant's delay in order to "pluck out the thorn 
that has been thrust into the very heart of America."'" The 
Council then proposed that two frigates of the armada del oceano 
should be made ready, with the greatest possible number of men 
and arms, and sent to New Spain. In order to allay suspicion, 
these vessels should go under the guise of convoys for the fleet 
that was soon to sail, bearing the new viceroy, Conde de la Mon- 

clova, who had been appointed to succeed the Conde de Paredes. 

Although these measures would necessitate the postponement of 
an expedition then being prepared for the purpose of relieving 
the Isthmus of Darien from the ravages of pirates and Indians, 
there was no other alternative, the Council believed, as the expul- 
sion of the French from the Bay of Espiritu Santo was a matter 
of supreme importance, to which all other plans should be sub- 
ordinated. Finally, the Council recommended that the new vice- 

roy should be authorized to use all available forces, even delaying 
the return of the annual fleet if necessary, in order to expel the 

French, and that a fort should be built on the Bay of Espiritu 

s8Consultas of the Council of the Indies, April 2 and April 8, 1685. 
"'Por todas esta.s consideraciones, y otras muchas que se ofrecen a la 

Junta y porque prepondera la ymportancia deste negocio como el mas 
critico y en el que se abentura la Conserbacion de las Yndias y de toda 
la Monarquia de V. Magd. en cuyo pronto remedio conviene ganar las 
oras, para desarraygar esta Espina que se a Yntroducido en el Corazon 
del Cuerpo de la America . . ." (Consulta of April 8, 1686, acordada 
on April 2, p. 7; i. e., the formal consulta was dated April 8, but action 
was taken on April 2). 
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Santo if such action seemed necessary in order to maintain the 

rights of Spain.20 
At the same meeting orders were given to the House of Trade 

at Seville to endeavor to ascertain the whereabouts of Martin 
de Echagaray, with whom an asiento had been made in the previous 
year for the exploration of the bay now said to be occupied by 
the French,21 and to obtain from him a report as to the status 
of his enterprise, together with any information that he might 
be able to give concerning the location of the bay.22 Echagaray 
was found in Cadiz, and was summoned to Seville to make the 
desired report. He stated that he had never been in the Bay of 

Espiritu Santo himself, but had acquired his information con- 

cerning it from certain Indians in the mission at Apalache, who 
lived near the bay. He drew a map showing the general location 
of the bay, however, based upon his general knowledge of the 

region. An examination of the map, which is reproduced here- 

with, will serve to show how little was known by the Spaniards 
of the interior of North America. The letter "A" represents the 
Island of Newfoundland. The two mouths of the "Rio de Can- 
ada" are designated by the letter "B." The two branches join 
at "C," and the river has its source in a large lake, designated by 
the letters "X." Two rivers are shown leading from this lake to 
the Gulf of Mexico and emptying into the Bay of Espiritu Santo, 
or "Misipipi," designated by the letter "V." Echagaray said that 
La Salle had probably reached the great inland lake, had dis- 
covered the mouth of one of the rivers flowing toward the south, 
and that thus inevitably emerged in the Gulf of Mexico, at the 

Bay of Espiritu Santo.23 If the French had really settled in 
this region, he said, it was easy to see that they would soon become 
masters of the whole Gulf of Mexico, and would destroy the com- 
merce of the colonies. In regard to his own enterprise, he con- 
fessed himself unable to carry out his agreement to explore the 

2"obid., 1-9. 

"'See page 325. 
22The Secretary of the Council of the Indies, to Don Pedro do Oreytia, 

president of the Casa de la Contrataci6n, April 2, 1686. 

"2Echagaray said that he had obtained this information from the boat- 
swain of a ship at Cadiz, who had been captured by the French, taken 
to Petit Gouave, and reached Spain again by way of France. The French 
themselves had told this man of the interior lake. 
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Bay of Espiritu Santo, on account of the desertion of his financial 
backers.24 

Echagaray's report and map were submitted to Don Juan 
Cruzada de la Cruz, pilot-major at Seville, who gave his opinion 
in the matter. The map clearly showed, that official said, the 
dangerous proximity of the French. He advised that no chances 
should be taken, but that reinforcements should be sent to New 

Spain as had been suggested. Since the French had no right to 
intrude in the dominions of the king, they might be expelled, he 

thought, without violating the terms of the truce then in force 
between France and Spain.25 

No reasons having been found to alter fhe plans recommended 

by the Council of the Indies as embodied in its formal consulta 
of April 8, the king duly adopted the suggestions made, and orders 
were given to send the proposed reinforcements. On account of 
various accidents, the sailing of the regular fleet was postponed, 
and instead only one vessel was ordered to be sent, bearing the 
new viceroy and the quicksilver indispensable for the operation 
of the mines of Mexico. This vessel was to be convoyed by the 
two frigates, which were to be used in the operations against the 
French. Instructions were drawn up for the Conde de la Mon- 
clova on June 25, in accordance with the suggestions of the Council. 
After consulting with the pilots who had been sent out by the 
Conde de Paredes, he was to utilize all available forces to expel 
the French, and build a fort on the Bay of Espiritu Santo if such 
action seemed advisable. Monclova sailed shortly after receiving 
his instructions, thus bearing the direct authorization of the king 
to spare no efforts to find the French and drive them from the 

territory that they had usurped.26 

24Report of Echagaray, accompanied by map, dated April 20, 1686, 3 
pp.; Echagaray to Oreytia, April 22, 1686, 3 pp.; Oreytia to Otalora, 
April 9 and 22, 1686. Echagaray signed his name, "Echagarai." 

25Juan Cruzado de la Cruz y Messa to Oreytia, April 20, 1686, 2 pp. 
-"Conde de la Monclova to the king, December 30, 1686. 
Although later advices from the Spanish ambassador in London indi- 

cated that little was to be apprehended from La Salle's colony, no defi- 
nite proof of this statement was forthcoming; and as long as the slight- 
est doubt remained, the Spanish crown fully approved of the many ex- 
peditions that were sent out from Mexico to find the French settlement. 
The writer has under preparation a paper showing Spanish diplomacy 
at the English court in connection with this subject, which will throw 
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The First Maritime Expedition in Search of the French 

It will now be necessary to return to the situation in Mexico, 
and show the results of the first efforts made to find the colony 
of La Salle before the arrival of the Conde de la Monclova. These 
efforts consisted of the maritime expedition from Havana, and 
land expeditions from Nuevo Leon and Florida. 

As has been stated,27 the pilots, Juan Enriquez Barroto and 
Antonio Romero, left Vera Cruz on November 21, 1685, bearing 
orders from the viceroy, Conde de Paredes, to the authorities at 
Havana for the equipping of a vessel for their voyage. They 
arrived in Havana on December 3, and delivered the viceroy's 
orders to Don Andres de Munibe, acting military governor of the 

port. No time was lost in beginning preparations. As no royal 
vessel was available, it was necessary to charter one from a private 
individual. An inspection was made of all ships in the harbor., 
and a frigate with the verbose name of Nuestra Sefiora de la Con- 

cepci6n y San Joseph was selected as most suitable for the voyage. 
It was not ready for sea, however, and a delay of several weeks 
ensued before the necessary repairs were concluded. Provisions 
were taken for ninety days; additional cannon secured; and a canoe 

purchased, to be used in landing at shallow places along the coast. 
The governor furnished a crew of forty-two men, and this number 
was increased to fifty-two by the enlistment of various volunteers 
who were willing to accompany the expedition without pay. 
Among these was the pilot, Juan Jordan de Reina, who some 

years later was to play a prominent part in the establishment of 

the presidio of Santa Maria de Galve, on Pensacola Bay. He 

wrote a diary of the voyage, which up to this time is the only 
one that has been discovered.28 

Everything finally being in readiness, the vessel set sail on 

January 3, 1686. It was no ordinary voyage upon which these 

men were embarking. For more than a century the coast of the 

Gulf of Mexico between Tampico and Apalache had been very 

new light upon the French attitude toward La Salle, and discuss pos- 
sible reasons for the apathy with which it was regarded. 

2TSee page 330. 
28The complete autos concerning the preparations in Vera Cruz and 

Havana are in Testimo. de los Autos, y diligencias fechas, 77-150. 
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rarely frequented by the Spaniards, and the little information 
that had once been possessed concerning it had now been almost 

entirely forgotten. The chief reliance of Barroto and Romero 
were the instructions given them by Admiral Palacios in Vera 
Cruz. They were ordered to proceed first to Apalache, where 
native pilots should be secured. Every indentation in the coast 

beyond Apalache should be carefully examined, note being taken 
of the depth of the water and of the position of the vessel at fre- 

quent intervals. Upon arriving at Apalachicola River they were 
to endeavor to learn from the Indians whether anything had been 
seen or heard of a settlement of white men at the mouth of the 

Mississippi River, on the Bay of Espiritu Santo. As the Apa- 
lachicola was supposed to be only about forty leagues from this 

bay, great caution should be exercised after passing that river. 

They should sail only at night, seeking the shelter of the land by 
day, both in order to escape observation and to question the natives 

concerning the French. They should take care to arrive at the 

Bay of Espiritu Santo during the night. Drawings should be made 
of its situation, and every detail of its topography noted for the 
benefit of the attacking squadron. Finally, it was ordered that a 
detailed diary should be kept of each day's happenings.29 

These instructions were adhered to as closely as possible. On 

January 17 the vessel anchored in Apalache Bay, having been 

delayed several days on account of stormy weather. The acting 
lieutenant-governor of Apalache visited the ship a few days later. 
He warned the pilots not to place too much confidence in the 
Indians at Apalachicola, as they had been angered by the action 
of the governor in sending out expeditions to expel some English 
adventurers who were trading with the natives of that region. 
Two Indians, said to be familiar with the coast, were taken on 
board at Apalache, and on January 30 the voyage was continued. 
The Apalachicola was soon reached, but a strong wind prevented 
them from entering the river. On February 6 the ship arrived 
at Pensacola Bay, which, according to our diarist, Jordan, was 
"the best bay I have seen in my life." A visit was paid to the 

village of the Panzacola30 Indians, who received the Spaniards 

2IInstruccion y derrota que ha de observar y guardar Juan Enriquez 
Barroto y Antonio Romero, November 13, 1685, in Ibid., 40-43. 

31I have preserved the Spanish spelling of Indian names. 
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with great friendliness, bearing a cross before them. In reply to 

inquiries, these Indians said that they knew nothing of any settle- 
ment by white men in that region. In April of the previous year, 
they said, a large ship had entered the harbor, but had sailed 

away on the following day. They complained of the war that 
was being waged upon them by the Mobilas, and warned the 

Spaniards to be on their guard when passing by the territory of 
these Indians. On February 8 the voyage was continued. Two 

days later Mobile Bay was reached. It was found to be large, 
but very shallow and unfit for navigation by large vessels. Here 
the expedition seems to have remained until February 25, but no 
details of the sojourn are available. On March 4 the Mississippi 
River was reached, but it was not recognized as such. The 

"Misipipi" was supposed to empty into the Bay of Espiritu Santo, 
and no bay was to be seen. Instead, on account of the great 
quantity of trees and timber in the mouth of the river, it was 
called "Rio de la Palizada," a name which was to be used by the 

Spaniards for many years in preference to its native designation. 
A prominent landmark in the vicinity was christened Cape Lodo 
(Mud Cape). At this point a severe storm arose, which drove the 
vessel out into the Gulf and as far south as latitude 220. As food 
was running low, it was thought unwise to attempt to return to the 
Rio de la Palizada in order to continue the search, and the course 
was directed toward Vera Cruz, where they arrived on March 13. 

Seventy days had elapsed since the expedition had left Havana, 
and in all of the distance traversed no trace had been discovered 
of the object of the search-the French settlement on the Bay of 

Espiritu Santo.31 

Although the voyage had been practically a complete failure, 

aBarroto and Romero were exonerated of any neglect of duty by 
Admiral Palacios, who assured the viceroy that they had followed 

instructions, and had done all that was possible under the circum- 
stances. In his report to the viceroy, Palacios stated that he 
believed that had the expedition been able to continue the explora- 
tion, the Bay of Espiritu Santo and the Mississippi River would 

"This account is based chiefly upon the diary of Juan Jordan de Reina, 
dated March 16, 1686, and addressed to Governor Munibe, 10 pp. Gen- 
eral accounts of the voyage are given in a letter to the viceroy to the 
king, April 3, 1686, and in a letter of Palacios to the king, September 
6, 1686. 
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have been reached, about thirty leagues west of the Rio de la 
Palizada. He thought it advisable, therefore, to send out another 

expedition to complete the exploration of the coast. He said that 
it was impossible, however, for large ships to navigate the shallow 
waters along the coast, and that it would be necessary to construct 

special boats equipped with oars (barcos luengos) for that pur- 
pose.32 

The suggestions of Palacios, although favorably reported by the 
factor and the fiscal, were not to be put into execution at this 
time. The arrival of the king's cedula of August 2, 1685, grant- 
ing an asiento to Martin de Echagaray for the exploration of the 
Gulf coast and the Bay of Espiritu Santo, changed the whole 
situation. Here we have an excellent illustration of the difficulties 
of Spanish colonial administration due to the slowness of com- 
munication with the mother country. Although the enterprise of 

Echagaray, as has been seen,33 had practically been abandoned by 
this time, the viceroy was compelled to postpone important meas- 
ures in view of the belated decree of the king. Since the king 
himself had already arranged for the exploration of the bay at 
which the French were supposed to be settled, it seemed unneces- 

sary to send out another expedition for the same purpose. The 

proposed voyage to complete the exploration of the Gulf coast 

was, therefore, postponed until a report could be received from 
the governor of Florida in regard to the progress made by Echaga- 
ray in his undertaking."4 As a result, no definite action was to 
be taken in regard to a second maritime expedition during the 
remainder of the term of the Conde de Paredes. It now remains 
to give an account of the land expeditions authorized by Paredes 
to search for the Bay of Espiritu Santo and the settlement of the 
French. 

8Palacios to the viceroy, March 15, 1686, in Testimo. de los autos, y 
diligencias fechas, 161-162. 

*OSee page 334. 
AInforme de Sebastian de Guzman y C6rdova, March 21, 1686, Testimo. 

de los autos, y diligencias fechas, 162-164; respuesta fiscal, March 26, 
1686, Ibid., 164-168; junta general, March 28, 1686, Ibid., 168-174; the 
viceroy to the king, April 3, 1686, 8 pp. 
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The Search by Laud from Nuevo Leon 

The first suggestion for an expedition by land to search for the 
colony of La Salle came also from the fertile mind of Admiral 
Palacios. He had felt from the first that it was unwise to de- 

pend solely upon the voyage of Barroto and Romero, and when 
his efforts to secure a competent leader for a second maritime 

expedition from Vera Cruz had been unsuccessful, he conceived 
the idea 'of sending out a land expedition from the vicinity of 

Tampico, believing, that the Indians of that region might have 
some knowledge of the French settlement.35 His persistence 
finally bore fruit, and the viceroy, on November 19, 1685, ordered 
the authorities at Vera Cruz to report the best way of making 
such an expedition, instructing them at the same time to find a 
suitable person to lead it.36 

In obedience to this order, the group of officials at Vera Cruz, 
including Admiral Palacios, the governor, and the revenue officials 
of the crown, began to study the matter. They were unable to 
find anyone at Vera Cruz competent to lead such an expedition. 
In the course of their investigations, however, they learned that 
from the town of Monterey, in the frontier province of Nuevo 

Leon, it was reported to be only six or seven days' journey to the 

Bay of Espiritu Santo; and that certain salines had been dis- 
covered toward the north which were said to be situated on the 
tributaries of rivers emptying into this bay. They reported to 
the viceroy, therefore, that the logical person to undertake the 

exploration by land was the governor of the province of Nuevo 
Leon.3T 

This suggestion was adopted by the viceroy, and on January 20, 
1686, the governor of Nuevo Leon, the Marques de San Miguel 
de Aguayo, was ordered to make the proposed expedition. In 
order to aid him in the search, instructions were given to remit 
to Nuevo Leon the documents relating to the discovery of the 
salines referred to by the officials at Vera Cruz, together with the 
instructions given by Admiral Palacios for the first maritime 

35Palacios to the viceroy, November 14, 1685, Testimo. de los autos, y 
diligencias fechas, 48-50. 

3"Ibid., 59-60. 
37Auto de acuerdo, December 3, 1685, Ibid., 61-63. 
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expedition." In this indirect fashion were the inhabitants of the 
distant province of Nuevo Leon to be enlisted in the search for 
La Salle's colony, thereby beginning a movement which was event- 
ually to result in the settlement of the province of Texas. 

The viceroy's despatch did not reach Nuevo Leon until June 8, 
1686.3" Due to some oversight, the instructions given to Barroto 
and -Romero were omitted, and only the documents concerning the 
salines enclosed. These documents dealt merely with an asiento 
that had been granted in 1683 to Alonso de Leon, one of the most 
famous Indian fighters on the northern frontier, for the develop- 
ment of certain salt deposits on the Gulf coast north of Tampico, 
and threw no light whatever upon the location of the Bay of 

Espiritu Santo.40 Since nothing was known at Monterey about 
this bay, the governor of Nuevo Leon resolved to call a council 
of the leading settlers of the province in order to discuss the 
matter. Couriers were despatched to the neighboring haciendas, 
and on June 11 some twenty-five or thirty frontiersmen assembled 
in the "royal houses" at Monterey. Although the members of the 
council were supposed to be familiar with the surrounding country 
through the many campaigns that had been made against the 
Indians, it was soon apparent that no knowledge was possessed 
concerning the Bay of Espiritu Santo beyond that which was con- 
tained in the viceroy's despatch. The settlers of Nuevo Leon were 

38Respuesta fiscal, December 20, 1685, Ibid., 76; Junta general, Janu- 
ary 20, 1686, Ibid., 77; auto de la junta de guerra en Monterey, June 
11, 1686. 

"9The order seems to have been repeated on May 1, 1686 (Ibid.). 
40Some time in 1682, apparently, Alonso de Leon presented a petition to the viceroy, asking to be allowed to develop four abundant salines 

which he had discovered on the coast of the Gulf of Mexico. He gave 
his residence as Cadereita, Nuevo Leon, stating that he had served the 
king for twenty-eight years, first as a soldier in the armada of General 
Pablo de Contreras, and later in the pacification of the province of Nuevo 
Leon. While reconnoitering the coast of that province, he said, he had 
discovered two good ports, one on the Rio de Palmas, and the other fifty 
leagues away, near the salines which he wished to develop. In return 
for his many services to the king, he asked to be granted the use of the 
salines for a period of twenty years, in which time he promised to de- 
velop them, open roads, establish trade, and "reduce" the Indians. At 
the end of the period, all would return to the king. On December 12, 
1682, the petition was considered by the fiscal, who recommended that the 
salines should be granted to Leon for fifteen years. The viceroy issued 
the corresponding decree on January 28, 1683 (Testimo. de los autos, y 
diligencias fechas, 64-74). This was the substance of the documents 
that had been sent to aid in the search for the French. 
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apparently still in complete ignorance of the region toward the 
north and northeast, in which direction it was decided that the 

bay must lie. The Rio Grande, according to the records of the 

council, had barely been crossed, and then only at one point- 
near the town of San Gregorio, about thirty-five leagues from 

Monterey. Beyond this river lay an unknown country, inhabited 

by fierce tribes of hostile Indians. The settlers felt, however, that 
the danger from the French was too great to admit of inaction, and 

they patriotically agreed to raise and equip a force of fifty men 
in order to explore the region beyond the Rio Grande. It was 
decided to assemble at the town of Cadereita on June 25, by 
which time the governor promised to name a leader for the expe- 
dition. The route to be followed was also discussed and agreed 
upon. They were to proceed directly to the junction of the Rio 
San Juan and the Rio Grande, and descend the latter river to the 

sea, thence following the coast until the French settlement should 
be discovered. In case the first expedition proved to be unsuc- 

cessful, it was agreed to make another attempt late in October, 
when the autumn rains should have ceased.41 

Unfortunately no contemporary accounts have yet been found 

concerning the expedition thus determined upon from Nuevo Leon, 
and no details of the journey are available. It is merely known 
that Alonso de Leon was chosen leader, and that the expedition 
was forced to turn back on account of high water, after having 
reached a point on the Gulf coast some distance beyond the Rio 
Grande.42 The fruitless results of the search are stated in a 

"Auto de la junta de guerra en Monterey, June 11, 1686. Shortly 
after the council, Governor Aguayo received word that an Indian of the 
Pelon tribe had arrived at a nearby hacienda, reporting that near the Rio 
Grande there lived a number of white men, who planted crops and traded 
with the natives. This settlement, the Indian said, was only ten days' 
journey from Monterey, and he promised to guide the Spaniards thither 
whenever they wished to go. This tale was reported to the viceroy by 
Aguayo in a letter of June 15, 1686, with which the autos of the council 
were remitted. The governor expressed strong hope that he would soon 
be able to obtain the desired information in regard to the French set- 
tlement (Aguayo to the viceroy, June 15, 1686, with enclosed autos, 10 
pp. These documents were sent to the king by the viceroy with a letter 
of July 20, 1686, 2 pp. 

'2Carta de Don Damian Manzanet a Don Carlos de Siguenza sobre el 
descubrimiento de la Bahia del Espiritu Santo, in THE QUARTERLY, II, 
254 (translated by Lilia M. Casis). The letter of Manzanet, very brief 
and indefinite and giving no dates, has hitherto been practically the sole 
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letter of the Conde de la Monclova to the king, written on Decem- 
ber 30, 1686, in which the viceroy rays: "The Marquis de San 
Miguel de Aguayo, Governor of the Kingdom of Nuevo Leon, 
has written concerning an entrada which he sent out by land with 
sixty [sic] men to discover the Bay of Espiritu Santo, reporting, 
in substance, that it was unsuccessful."43 The second expedition, 
which was not made until April of the following year, met with 
no better success."44 

Thus the second plan of the Paredes government to discover the 
French settlement also resulted in failure. But at the same time 
that the search from Nuevo Leon was in progress, efforts were 
being made to find the French by way of the province of Florida. 

The Search from Florida 

Before specific orders were given by the viceroy for a land ex- 
pedition from Florida, the governor of that province, Juan Mar- 
ques Cabrera, resolved to undertake one upon his own responsi- 
bility. The immediate incentive for his action came as a result 
of fresh confirmation of the reports concerning the existence of 
the French settlement. In May, 1686, a force of French pirates 
attempted to capture the presidio of San Augustine. They were 
defeated by the Spaniards, and forty-five of their number were 
summarily executed, among them their captain, Nicolas Brigaut. 
Before being put to death, Brigaut made a confession, in which 
he declared, among other things, that the French had really estab- 
lished a fortified settlement on the Mississippi River, near the 
Bay of Espiritu Santo. The town, he said, was situated about 
forty leagues above the mouth of the river; it had a garrison of 
three hundred soldiers, and was protected by twelve cannon and 
a coasting vessel of eight guns. Brigaut's statement seemed to 
corroborate quite conclusively the declarations of the pirates in 

authority for the first expedition from Nuevo Leon in search of the 
French. According to this account, the route followed by the first ex- 
pedition was due east to the Gulf, and thence along the coast, across the 
Rio Grande, and to the Rio Solo, where they were forced to turn back. 

4aThe viceroy to the king, December 30, 1686. 

"Carta de Manzanet, p. 254; the Bishop of Guadalajara to the viceroy, 
May 20, 1687, in Autos, Diligencias y Prouidencias Dadas sobre la Pro- 
uincia de Coaguila, folio 12, Audiencia de Guadalajara, estante 67, caj6n 
4, legajo 13. 
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Vera Cruz, and Cabrera decided definitely to send out an expe- 
dition to search for the French.45 

This determination was strengthened by the recent activities 
of the English colonists of Carolina among the Indians of Florida. 
Led by one "John Henry," said to be the founder of the settlement 
of Saint George, English traders had penetrated as far west as the 

Apalachicola River, and were also thought to be aiming at the Bay 
of Espiritu Santo. Two retaliatory raids had been made by the 

Spanish garrison at Apalache in the winter of 1685-1686, and 
the intruders forced to retire. Governor Cabrera believed that 
an exploring expedition toward the west would serve not only to 
effect the discovery of the French settlement, but would also 

strengthen the hold of Spain upon the unoccupied territory that 

lay between Florida and Mexico, now threatened by the English 
as well as the French. The ambitious governor also hoped to 

open up an overland route to the capital of New Spain, the dis- 
tance to which he believed to be greatly exaggerated.46 

Preparations for the expedition were begun in June. Marcos 

Delgado, an experienced soldier of the presidio of San Augustine, 
well versed in the language of the natives, was selected as leader. 
Instructions were given him to explore carefully all provinces, 
lakes, rivers, and bays between Florida and Mexico. He was 
warned to take special precautions against falling into the hands 
of the French. In the event of such a misfortune, however, he 
was to destroy all of his papers except a letter which was written 

by Cabrera to the viceroy for the specific purpose of deceiving the 
French in regard to the real object of the expedition. This letter 

represented it to be merely an innocent exploring enterprise. The 
Indians were also to be kept in ignorance of the true purpose of 
the journey. Cabrera really hoped to open up a route to Mexico, 

however, and offered a liberal reward to several soldiers who lived 
in the City of AMexico if they would actually deliver the letter to 
the viceroy. The starting point was to be from the post of 

45Cabrera to the viceroy, July 22, 1686, in expediente of explorations 
from Florida, 85; statement of Palacios, accompanying letter of Oreytia 
to Otalora, September 28, 1686. 

46Cabrera to the viceroy, March 29, 1686, in expediente of explorations 
from Florida, 17-20; same to same, June 28, 1686, Ibid., 60-61; Cabrera 
to the king, October 6, 1686, Ibid., 100-101. 
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Apalache, where Delgado was to be furnished with the necessary 
men and supplies.47 

Shortly after the departure of Delgado for Apalache, Cabrera 
received the viceroy's despatch of March 30 ordering him to re- 

port on the progress made by Echagaray, and to send in any 
information that he might be able to acquire concerning the 
French. In reply, Cabrera said that nothing had been heard of 

Echagaray, and that he doubted the latter's ability to carry out 
his contract. He told of his own action in sending out Delgado, 
and expressed the hope that he would soon be able to report some- 

thing definite concerning the settlement of the French.4s 
Delgado left Apalache on August 28, 1686, with a force of 

thirteen soldiers and forty natives. A diary was kept of each 

day's journey, the details of which, although of interest for the 
local history of Florida and Alabama, need not concern us here. 
The expedition traveled toward the northwest, through an un- 
known country, being compelled to blaze a trail before them. 
After passing through several Indian villages, and receiving their 

submission, on September 17 they reached Miculasa, the first set- 
tlement of the Tabasa Indians, more than one hundred leagues 
from Apalache. Here they were well received by the cacique, 
and on the following day six other chiefs assembled to meet the 

Spaniards. Delgado presented them with gifts, and told them 
that he was on a mission of much importance for the service of 

his king. He asked them for provisions, but the Indians said 
that they had none to give him on account of the long drought. 
Following the advice of these chiefs, he despatched messengers 
from Miculasa to the Mobilas, notifying the latter of his approach, 
and requesting them to gather a supply of provisions for his men. 

Already it was seen that the great scarcity of food was likely to 

endanger the success of the expedition. In a letter to Cabrera, 
written on September 19, Delgado gave an account of his oper- 
ations, and expressed the fear that he would be unable to com- 

plete th.e exploration. He pointed out, however, that the expedi- 
tion would have been a success if nothing more were accomplished 

47Instructions to Delgado, June 28, 1686, Ibid., 62-63; Cabrera to the 
viceroy, June 28, 1686, Ibid., 60-61; same to same, July 22, 1686, Ibid., 
84-87; Cabrera to the king, September 24, 1686, Ibid., 98-99. 

"8Cabrera to the viceroy, July 22, 1686, Ibid., 84-90. 
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than to prove to the Indians that it was not necessary to flee upon 
sight of Spaniards. Four pueblos, he said, had already promised 
obedience to the king, and treaties of friendship had been made, 
through his mediation, between several hostile tribes.49 

While awaiting the return of the couriers sent to notify the 
Mobilas of his approach, Delgado despatched a number of soldiers 
to the territory of the Tiquipache, and secured a scanty portion 
of maize. He then proceeded on his exploration, over country 
"never before seen by Spaniards or by Christians," but was soon 

joined by the couriers, who were accompanied by the chiefs of 
the Mobilas and five other tribes.50 The chief of the Mobilas said 
that it was useless for the Spaniards to attempt to proceed further 
on account of the scarcity of food. For many days, he said, his 
own people had been subsisting on shell-fish. In addition to this 

difficulty, he doubted whether the Spaniards would be able to 

pass through the territory of the Chatas, as a large number of 
that tribe were waiting to kill them when they arrived. With his 
food and gifts exhausted, and his men suffering from fever, Del- 

gado decided to give up the attempt to reach the Bay of Espiritu 
Santo. He gave Cabrera's letter to the chief of the Miobilas, who 

promised to forward it to the viceroy. In reply to the questions 
of Delgado, this chief said that he had never heard of any settle- 
ment of Spaniards, English, or other foreigners in the country 
beyond his territory. Upon one occasion, a ship had descended 
the river which flowed into the Bay of Espiritu Santo, and some 

people had landed and were exploring the bay, when they were 
attacked by the Chatas, and more than half their number killed. 
The survivors had retired to a small island in the mouth of the 

river, and had remained there until rescued by a ship which came 
in from the open sea. But all of this, the chief said, had hap- 
pened many years before. More definite information than this 

Delgado was unable to secure. Although he had found no trace 
of the French, however, he felt that his efforts had not been in 
vain. He had opened up a safe road as far as the Mobilas, he 
said, and had secured the obedience of eleven tribes of Indians, 
thus extending Spanish influence over a region completely un- 

"4Delgado to Cabrera, September 19, 1686, Ibid., 68-70. The pueblos 
"reduced" up to this time were Miculasa, Yaimamu, Pagna, and Cusachat. 

SOThese were the Thome, Ysachi, Yqsusta, Canuca, and Guasa tribes. 
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known.5 The return trip was made in the latter part of October. 
As soon as Cabrera learned of Delgado's failure to find the French, 
he began arrangements for another expedition to continue the 

exploration from Mobile, but his plans were later suspended. This 
was due to the active renewal of the search from Mexico, follow- 

ing the arrival of the new viceroy, Conde de la Monclova, who 
had fallen heir to the troublesome question of the French settle- 
ment on the Bay of Espiritu Santo.52 

The Second and Third Maritime Expeditions, and the First Trace 
of La Salle 

The Conde de la Monclova arrived in Mexico in September, 
1686, bringing the reinforcements sent by the king to be used in 

expelling the French from the territory they were believed to 
have usurped. As will be remembered, the new viceroy had been 
instructed to spare no efforts to discover the French settlement, 
and to build a fort on the Bay of Espiritu Santo if such action 
seemed necessary. Monclova soon began to manifest the energy 
and zeal which characterized his whole term of office. Upon his 
arrival at Vera Cruz he summoned the pilots, Barroto and Romero, 
and obtained from them full particulars of their unsuccessful 

voyags. Shortly afterward word arrived from the Marquis de 
San Miguel de Aguayo telling of the fruitless expedition made 
from Nuevo Leon. After discussing the situation with the officials 
at Vera Cruz, the viceroy decided that there was nothing to do 
but make another expedition, as had been originally suggested, in 
order to complete the exploration of the Gulf coast. Since it was 

unanimously agreed that it would be impossible to explore the 

low-lying coast in large vessels, orders were given to construct 
two long boats of small draught, propelled both by sails and oars, 
commonly called piraguas. Within an unusually brief time the 
two vessels were finished. Each was equipped with forty oars, in 
addition to sails, carried six cannon, and was manned by a crew 

"5Delgado to Cabrera, October 15, 1686, Ibid., 80-83; derrotero of Del- 
gado, dated October 30, 1686, Ibid., 24-31. 

52Cabrera to the king, January 4, 1687, Ibid., 15-16; Cabrera to the 
viceroy, January 4, 1687, Ibid., 32-34; oficiales reales of Florida to the 
king, February 20, 1687, 3 pp.; Pedro de Aranda y Avellaneda to the 
king, June 22, 1687, 15 pp. 
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of about sixty-five men. The boats were christened Nuestra 
Sefiora del Rosario and Nuestra Sefiora de la Esperanza, respec- 
tively. The former was placed under the command of Captain 
Martin de Rivas, with Juan Enriquez Barroto as chief pilot; the 
latter under Captain Antonio de Iriarte, with Antonio Romero 
as chief pilot.53 Each vessel carried provisions for three and one- 
half months. Nothing was overlooked in the equipment of this 

expedition, and it was undoubtedly the best-planned of the series.54 
The instructions given to Rivas and Iriarte ordered them to 

proceed from Vera Cruz to Tampico, where they were to secure 
two natives who should serve both as pilots and as interpreters. 
They were to examine carefully all rivers and inlets along the 
coast from Tampico to latitude 300, within which distance it 
was confidently expected that the Bay of Espiritu Santo would 

be found. Provisions should be used sparingly, as there was no 
source of supply after leaving Tampico, and it was intimated that 
the viceroy would be greatly displeased if this expedition should 
also prove to be a failure on account of lack of provisions. Espe- 
cial vigilance was enjoined, as usual, in the exploration of the 

Bay of Espiritu Santo itself, and a sharp watch was ordered to 
be kept for hostile vessels."" 

With the churches of Vera Cruz offering up prayers for the 
success of the expedition, the two piraguas set sail on Christmas 

Day, 1686. Tampico was reached December 28, and here the 
vessels were forced to remain for more than two months on account 
of stormy weather. In this interval, additional supplies were 
sent them by the viceroy. The voyage was resumed on March 7. 

They proceeded very slowly, keeping close to the shore, and noting 
carefully all features of the coast. On March 30, while explor- 

"3Captain Rivas, being the senior officer, was given chief command, and 
the respective ranks of all other officers was carefully determined in 
order to remove any possibility for doubt. Barroto and Romero were 
lowest in rank, among the officers, and thus did not lead the expedition, 
as has been supposed. 

"The viceroy to the king, December 30, 1686, 7 pp.; Antonio de Astina 
to the king, January 12, 1687, 1 p. The dimensions of the piraguas, a 
list of the supplies, and other details are given in Relacion de las dos 
piraguas, 2 pp., and Razon de lo que lleuan las piraguas, 2 pp. 

"5Instructions to Admiral Navarro to Rivas and Iriarte, December 12, 
1686, 4 pp.; additional instructions of December 23, 1686, 2 pp.; Navarro 
to the viceroy, December 25, 1686, 2 pp. Navarro was commander of the 
fleet of three vessels that had brought over the Conde de la Monclova. 
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ing the mouth of a river, which was called Rio de las Flores, prob- 
ably the modern San Antonio, the wreckage of a vessel was seen, 
which was judged to have belonged to the French. A few days 
later, on April 4, a large bay was reached, nine leagues from the 
Rio de las Flores, which was called San Bernardo Bay. Four 

leagues from the entrance of the bay, toward the northeast, an- 
other wrecked ship was found, beached upon the sand, which bore 
unmistakable signs of French ownership. The French coat-of- 
arms was still to be seen, and the fleur-de-lis could be plainly dis- 

tinguished. From the state of its rigging, it was judged that the 
vessel had been there for more than a year. An attempt was 
made to learn from the Indians how it had been lost, but the in- 

terpreters were unable to understand the natives of that region, 
and no information was secured. A few barrels of powder and 
some weapons were found in the vicinity. While it was surmised 
that the wrecked vessels had belonged to La Salle's colony, it was 
not suspected that the French settlement was actually located in 
the immediate vicinity, and the search was continued with equal 
care until the Rio de la. Palizada was reached. The Mississippi 
was again ignored as unworthy of examination. The gap left by 
the first expedition had thus been completed, and no bay answer- 

ing to the description of Espiritu Santo had been discovered. 

Indeed, the Spaniards were convinced that no foreign settlement 
need 

.be 
looked for on the low and swampy coast that they had 

just traversed. It was therefore reasoned that the Bay of Espiritu 
Santo must be further east, and that it had been passed unrecog- 
nized by the first expedition. Mobile Bay was entered on May 22, 
in order to see if a more careful examination would disclose fur- 
ther facts concerning it. Three days were now spent in exploring 
its waters. No great river was found flowing into it, but only 
six small streams, which even the piraguas could not enter. In 

spite of the absence of a large river corresponding to the Missis- 

sippi, however, it was decided that this bay must be the one which 
the French called Espiritu Santo, as it was the only one in that 

region which offered any inducements for settlement. Pensacola 

Bay was not visited, as it was so near Apalache that it was thought 
impossible for a foreign settlement to have been established there 
without the knowledge of the natives, who would promptly have 
informed the Spaniards. After a short stop on the coast of 
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Florida for provisions, the vessels proceeded to Havana, where they 
arrived on June 17. Vera Cruz was not reached until July 3, 
more than six months after the departure of the expedition. There 
was much joy at their safe arrival, for the long delay had caused 

great anxiety, and just three days before the viceroy had sent out 
still another expedition to search for the missing piraguas and to 

repeat the exploration of the coast.56 
The viceroy immediately summoned the leaders of the expedition 

to the City of Mexico for consultation. Barroto took with him 
the diary and map of the voyage, and the viceroy was made ac- 

quainted with the details of the search. By a strange coincidence, 
on the same day that the leaders arrived at the capital, the viceroy 
received a letter from Don Pedro Ronquillo, Spanish ambassador 
in London, enclosing an official account of the voyage of La Salle. 
This relacion told of La Salle's failure to find the mouth of the 

Mississippi River, of his landing on the coast of Texas, of the 
wreck of two of his vessels, and of other incidents up to the time 
of the departure of Captain Beaujeu for France."7 By comparing 
this relation with the diary of the voyage that had just been made, 
the Spaniards were able to arrive at rather definite conclusions in 

regard to the vessels that had been found at Rio de las Flores and 
San Bernardo Bay. It seemed practically certain that they had 

belonged to La Salle, and that La Salle and his colonists had met 
their death from drowning, starvation, or at the hands of the 
natives.58 

"'The viceroy to the king, July 15, 1687, 7 pp.; Marginal annotations 
of Iriarte, Barroto, and Romero, July 22, 1687, in Copia de relacion 
hecha al Rei Xmo tocante a la vahia del Spiritu Santo, etc., 7 pp.; 
Munibe to the king, August 12, 1687, 1 p.; parecer of Pez and Barroto, 
June 12, 1689, in Autos y Diligencias q se an Executado pr. el Capn 
Alonso de Leon . . . sobre el descubrimto de Vna poblazon de fran- 
zeses q se dijo hauia en el Seno Mexicano, 67-69; consulta of the Coun- 
cil of the Indies, March 22, 1691, 2 p. (Audiencia de Mexico, estante 61, 
caj6n 6, legajo 21). Although a detailed diary and map were made of 
this second maritime exploration, they have not yet come to light. 

57The relation sent by Ronquillo was taken apparently from the official 
account submitted by Beaujeau to the king of France. The Spanish am- 
bassador secured it from some unknown person in France, who stated 
that it had cost him more work to get it than could be imagined. It 
throws new light upon the landing of La Salle upon the Texas coast. 

5"The viceroy to the king, July 25, 1687; Copia de relacion hecha al 
Rei Xmo tocante a la vahia del Spiritu Santo que remitio el Sor. Dn. 
Pedro Ronquillo . . . al Conde de la Monclova . . . a 7 de febro. 
deste afin de 1687. 
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Thus the second maritime expedition, while it had not dis- 
covered the French settlement, had secured excellent evidence for 

believing that nothing more was to be apprehended from it. This 

optimistic view was expressed by the viceroy in a letter to the king, 
dated July 25, 1687. He said: 

The whole Gulf of Mexico has been examined with the most 
exact diligence possible . . .without there having been found 
in it or on its entire coast any port, river or bay in the posses- 
sion of enemies or of Europeans, or any signs of settlement or 
fortification anywhere. . . . Wherefore the whole monarchy 
of Your Majesty is to be congratulated; for, although this king- 
dom would never be endangered by a settlement of enemies along 
this coast, since they could be dislodged, it is much better that 
no such settlement should exist, and that the many plausible false- 
hoods that have been told both here and in Spain concerning this 
matter should be so felicitously disproved.59 

As has been stated, the long delay in the return of the piraguas 
had caused the viceroy to become alarmed as to their safety, and 
on June 20 he instructed Admiral Navarro to select two frigates 
from the squadron under his command, to search for the missing 
vessels. Great haste was urged, as the summer was well advanced, 
and it was desired to take advantage of the good weather.6~ 
Navarro selected Andres de Pez and Francisco de Gamarra both 

captains in the armada de barlovento, to make the voyage. Two 

sloops of the armada were utilized. The same instructions were 

given as on the preceding expedition. Such haste was made that 
the vessels were ready, and sailed from Vera Cruz ten days after 
the viceroy's order was received. Just three days later the pira- 
guas entered the harbor. Efforts were made to recall Pez and 
Gamarra at Tampico, but in vain. Reports from the Indians near 

Tampico caused them to fear that the piraguas had indeed been 

lost, and in consequence of this news they explored the coast more 

carefully perhaps than they would otherwise have done. The same 
wrecked vessels were found at San Bernardo Bay, but no other 

events of importance occurred. The vessels returned in Septem- 
ber, having accomplished no more than the expedition of Rivas 
and Iriarte. Their corroboration of the previous voyage thus 

"5The viceroy to the king, July 25, 1687, p. 1. 
'"The viceroy to Navarro, June 20, 1687, 2 pp. 
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added additional weight to the general conviction that La Salle's 

colony had met with disaster, and that nothing more need be 
feared from that quarter."' 

The Fourth Maritime Expedition 

In spite of the viceroy's confident assurances that no foreign 
settlement existed on the coast of the Gulf of Mexico, it is clear 
that some doubt still remained in his own mind in regard to the 

matter, for upon the unsupported statement of an unknown Eng- 
lish pirate, a fourth maritime expedition was authorized. The re- 

sponsibility for this fourth search by sea must be laid at the door 
of an individual named Ralph Wilkinson, who deserves to go down 
in the history of America in close company with Hennepin and 
La Hontan. 

In September, 1687, Governor Munibe of Havana sent to Vera 
Cruz an Englishman, named Ralph Wilkinson, who claimed that 

he had been in a French town called Saint-Jean, situated near the 

coast of the Gulf of Mexico. Wilkinson was examined at Vera 

Cruz by Admiral Navarro, and promptly remitted to the capital. 
On November 21 he was examined by the viceroy, in the presence 
of the auditor of war and other officials, including Pez and Barroto. 
The declarations made by the prisoner in Havana and Vera Cruz 

were so conflicting that Wilkinson was forced to admit that he 

had not told the entire truth; but upon being assured that he had 

nothing to fear, he promised to tell without reservation all that 

he knew about the French settlement. Disregarding minor de- 

tails, the substance of his story was as follows: 

He declared that his name was Ralph Wilkinson; that he was 

forty-six years old; a native of Newcastle, England; and resident 

for twenty-five years in Jamaica, where he had followed the trade 

of ship's carpenter, embarking on many voyages to different parts 
of the Indies. In June, 1685, he had contracted to sail on a 

French vessel that had been forced to put into Jamaica for repairs. 
He soon learned that this ship had been sent by the governor of 
Petit Gouave to warn the inhabitants of a French town called 

'1Navarro to the viceroy, June 24, 1687, 1 p.; the viceroy to the king, 
July 25, 1687, 5 pp.; same to same, March 20, 1688, p. 1. A diary was 
kept of this voyage, but it has not been found. Bancroft calls Pez, 
"Andres de Perez" (op. cit.). 
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Saint-Jean, located near the Bay of Espiritu Santo, that the 

Spaniards were planning to attack their settlement. After a voy- 
age of several weeks, they reached the latitude of .thirty degrees, 
and anchored outside the mouth of a large river. The next day 
a canoe was seen approaching, containing three Indians and a 
Frenchman. When hailed in French they came on board, and 
Wilkinson found, strange to say, that the Frenchman was a friend 
of his named La Fleur. The captain of the ship, La Fleur, and 
Wilkinson soon got into the canoe, and proceeded up the river for 

thirty leagues, until they reached the town. The place was strongly 
fortified, Wilkinson said. The chief defence consisted of a castle 
with twenty-two cannon, garrisoned by fifty or sixty soldiers. A 
short distance away, there was a redoubt of eleven guns. The 
wharf was protected by nine guns. The population of the town, 
he thought, was about four hundred, but there were many haciendas 
on the river, and the total population of the region would prob- 
ably reach one thousand-all French. When asked by whom the 
town had been founded, Wilkinson said that he thought that a 
Monsieur de Salas was the founder, but that he was not certain. 
He remained in the settlement, he said, for more than six months, 
during which time he became enamoured of a widow who owned a 

plantation on the river, and married her. Being tired of wander- 

ing around, he decided that he had found the place where he could 

pass the remainder of his life in tranquility. He therefore re- 
solved to go to London to realize on some property he had there, 
and then return to Saint-Jean to end his days. It was while on 
his way to London, he said, that he had been captured by the 

Spaniards and taken to Havana. Wilkinson gave endless details 

concerning the settlement of the French, and showed remarkable 

ingenuity in answering the many questions that were propounded 
to him by the Spanish officials.62 

Wh1ile the viceroy doubted the truth of the loquacious English- 

62Declaration of Wilkinson, November 21 and 22, 1687, in expediente 
entitled, El Virrey Conde de la Monclova da qta a V. M. de hauer em- 
biado al Capn. Dn Andres de Pez en un Patache de la Armada a repetir 
el reconozimiento del Seno Mexno por una Declarazion q higo un Ingles 
diciendo hauer estado en la poblazion que franzeses tenian en la Costa 
de tierra adentro 40 leguas, pp. 5-23. Wilkinson's declaration in Havana 
is found in Ibid., 24-29; and that made in Vera Cruz, Ibid., 29-34. The 
first examination in the city of Mexico lasted for seven hours, and had 
to be suspended until the following day. 
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man's story, he was unwilling to take any chances in a matter 
which had caused the king such great concern. He decided, there- 

fore, to send out another expedition, guided by Wilkinson, to 
search for the town of Saint-Jean. Wilkinson recklessly assured 
the viceroy that he would find the river and the town again, or 
lose his head in the attempt. Juan Enriquez Barroto and Captain 
Andres de Pez were now called upon again, and ordered to em- 
bark in one of the vessels of the windward squadron. They were 
instructed to explore only the region that lay within latitude 

thirty degrees, where Wilkinson said the entrance to the river 
would be found. 

Pez and Barroto left Vera Cruz in the early part of March, 
1688. With them went many of the men who had taken part in 
the previous expeditions. Wilkinson was very much in evidence, 
and regaled his companions with many stories concerning the 
French town and its vicinity. The ship proceeded to Mobile Bay, 
where it was safely anchored, and a smaller vessel (chalupa) was 

put into commission for the exploration of the coast. Slowly and 

carefully the rivers and indentations of the coast were again 
examined, and at no point did the Spaniards find a navigable 
river. Doubt as to the truth of Wilkinson's story grew day by 
day. Finally Cape Lodo was reached, and Wilkinson, who by this 
time had been placed in irons, was scornfully asked where his 
town was. He replied that he did not know; that he had never 
been in it himself, but had merely heard of it through some 
Frenchmen at Laguna de Terminos in Yucatan. One can im- 

agine the exasperation of the Spaniards when they realized that 

they had been duped by the mendacious Englishman. Wilkinson 
was forced to sign a sworn statement, in which he admitted that 
all of his knowledge concerning the town was based only upon 
hearsay.13 

For the fourth time the mouth of the greatest river on the 

continent was ignored by the Spaniards. In view of Wilkinson's 

confession, there was nothing to do but return home. The vessel 

arrived at Vera Cruz on April 24. By this time Wilkinson had 

"nDeclaration of Wilkinson at Cabo de Lodo, April 5, 1688, in expediente 
entitled, El Virrey Cde de la Monclova da qta. a V M de lo que resulto 
del viage q hiso Dn Andres de Pez calificando ser el Ings. vn embustero, 
etc., pp. 4-6; Pez to the viceroy, April 24, 1688, Ibid., 3-4; the viceroy 
to the king, May 27, 1688, Ibid., 1-2. 
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recovered his self-possession again, and stoutly maintained that 
he had told the truth about the French town. He was no pilot, 
he said, and had never claimed that he could find the town him- 
self. All that he had agreed to do was to show the way to the 
town if placed in the mouth of the river leading to it. When 
reminded of the declaration he had made at Cape Lodo, he said 
that he did not remember what he had said there; that all that 
he knew was that he had spent several months in the town, and 
that his wife still lived there. Needless to say, he was believed 
no longer. Captain Pez, angry and exasperated, wrote the viceroy 
that Wilkinson was nothing but a great embustero, who was in- 

capable of telling the truth. Pez assured the viceroy with great 
emphasis that there was no foreign settlement on the Gulf coast, 
and that such an idea was absurd, as it was impossible for ships 
of moderate size to navigate its waters with safety.64 

It was very evident that Captain Pez had correctly estimated 
the true character of Wilkinson. The fiscal, in discussing the 

matter, said that there was no doubt that Wilkinson was an 

extraordinary liar; that he had concocted the whole tale in order 
to free himself from punishment for his piracies; and with the 
hope of obtaining a reward for his information. By emphasizing 
the strength of the French settlement, he had probably hoped to 
deter the Spaniards from investigating it, and in the course of 
events had hoped to be able to escape before his story was dis- 
proved. There remained nothing to do in the matter, said the 
fiscal, save to punish Wilkinson as he deserved. Orders were 
therefore given to investigate his past life, and impose upon him 
the severest penalty that his crimes would justify.65 

The town of Saint-Jean had been proven to be a myth, and the 

Spanish officials were inclined to believe that the whole story of 
French encroachments had been greatly exaggerated. The naval 
forces that had remained in New Spain since the arrival of the 
Conde de la Monclova were now sent back to Spain."6 But hardly 
had the humiliating Wilkinson incident been concluded than in- 

"Pez to the viceroy, April 24, 1688, Ibid., 3-4. Pez enclosed a diary 
and map of his navigation, but these have not been found. The declara- 
tion of Wilkinson upon his return to Vera Cruz is contained in Ibid., 6-8. 

.Respuesta fiscal, May 5, 1688, Ibid., 9-12. 
8"Consulta of the Council of the Indies, March 22, 1691, p. 4 (Audi- 

encia de Mexico, estante 61, caj6n 6, legajo 21). 
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formation reached the northern frontier of New Spain whichl 
indicated in unequivocal fashion that in spite of the many fruit- 
less expeditions made, the French were actually settled within 
the dominions of the king of Spain. 

The Capture of "Jean Henri" 

In the spring of 1688 the provinces of Nueva Estremadura, or 

Coahuila, and Nuevo Leon were sorely troubled by the ravages of 
the Toboso Indians and their allies, and Alonso de Leon, now 

governor and captain of the newly-founded presidio of San Fran- 
cisco de Coahuila, was busily engaged in trying to subdue these 

savages and punish them for their depredations. In May, 1688, 

Captain Leon sent a Tlaxcaltecan Indian, named Agustin de la 

Cruz, into the region north of Coahuila to enlist the aid of the 

friendly tribes against the troublesome Tobosos. The Indian 
crossed the Rio Grande in the course of his wanderings, and 
arrived at a large rancheria of Indians, who said they were ruled 

by a white man. Agustin was taken into the presence of the 
white chief, and knelt before him with great reverence. He found 
him to be a man of about fifty years of age, naked, and with his 
face painted after the fashion of the Indians. He was seated on 
a rude throne covered with buffalo skins, with an attendant on 
either side. The man said that he was a Frenchman, and that 
he had been sent by God to found pueblos among the Indians, 
as well as to organize them for campaigns against their enemies. 

Upon being told of Alonso de Leon, he expressed a desire to see 
the governor, and gave the Indian some pages from a French 
book to carry to Leon as a message. He also furnished him with 
an escort of six Indians to accompany him as far as the mission 
of Caldera. The gun of Agustin was kept as security for his 
return.67 

Such was the story told by the Tlaxcaltecan upon his return to 
Coahuila. Captain Leon immediately concluded that the French- 
man was a spy, who came in advance of a larger force to win the 

friendship of the Indians, and prepare the way for a formal in- 

67Auto of Alonso de Leon, May 18, 1688, in Autos y Diligencias q se an 
Executado pr. el Capn Alonso de Leon gouor de la Proua de Coaguila 
en la Na Spa sobre el descubrimto de Vna poblazon de franzeses q se dijo 
hauia en el Seno Mexicano, 5-7. 
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vasion. He therefore decided to endeavor to capture the man, 
and learn his designs. On May 18 Leon set out with a force of 

eighteen picked men from the presidio of Coahuila. Among this 
number were Captain Martin de Mendiondo, of Nuevo Leon, and 
the chaplain, Father Buenaventura Bonal. After traveling for a 
week toward the northeast, they crossed the Rio Grande, some 

forty leagues from the presidio. Here five soldiers were left in 

charge of the horses and the camp, and Leon pressed on with 
the rest of his little force. About twenty leagues further they 
found the rancheria described by the Indian, Agustin. The Span- 
iards soon found the house of the chief, and dismounted in front 
of the entrance, which was guarded by a force of forty-two Indians 
armed with bows and arrows. Captains Leon and Mendiondo and 
Father Bonal entered the house, and found the Frenchman seated 
between two attendants, just as Agustin had described him. As 

the priest approached, the man knelt in his seat and kissed the 

sacred robe. He then shook hands with Leon and Mendiondo 
with great courtesy, crying out in broken Spanish again and again, 
"Yo Frances, Yo Frances" (I French, I French). After much 

persuasion and diplomacy, Leon succeeded in spiriting away the 

Frenchman, telling the Indians that he would be taken good care 

of, and soon brought back to the rancheria. The return trip was 
made without difficulty, and the presidio reached on June 6.68 

Although Captain Leon had already attempted to question the 

prisoner, he had been able to understand very little of what he 

said, and upon arrival at the presidio a formal examination was 
held in order to see if something definite could be learned concern- 

ing the French settlement, from which, it was supposed, the man 
had wandered. An Indian, named Ignacio, of the mission of 

Caldera, who knew the tongue of the Indians among whom the 
Frenchman had been found, acted as interpreter. The prisoner 
said that he had been christened Francisco, but that his country- 
men usually called him "Captain Monsieur Yan Jarri (Jean 
Henri); that he was a native of St. Jean de Orleans, in France; 
and that he had come by order of a Monsieur Philip, governor 
of a town which had been built on a large river, to win over 

all of the Indian tribes to the allegiance of the king of France. 

68The diary and derrotero of this journey is in Ibid., 16-20. The list 
of soldiers is given in Ibid., 16-17. 
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He said that he had been among the Indians with whom he had 
been found for more than three 

"years, 
and had married into the 

tribe. He was asked how long it had been since his country- 
men had settled on the large river, with how many families, and 
under what pretext, since they knew that they were within ter- 

ritory of the king of Spain. In reply, be indicated by signs that 
the settlement had been made about fifteen years before; but 

he gave no answer to the rest of the question. He described the 

town, however, and was understood to say that it contained two 
fortified castles, one belonging to the French and the other to 
the Flemish. The French castle had twenty cannon and six com- 

panies of soldiers for its defence. There was also a Capuchin 
convent, and a well-constructed church, which had a tower with 
ten bells. He said that he had been visited twice by his country- 
men from the town; about a year before by Captain Monsieur 
Jarri and sixteen men, and again, only two months before, by 
seven others, who wished to know the progress he was making 
with the Indians. Many other questions were asked him, but the 
facilities for examining him were so poor that no further infor- 
mation could be secured.69 

In spite of the manifest absurdity and many contradictions of 
the Frenchman's replies, Captain Leon had no doubt that he had 
finally obtained positive proof of the existence of the French set- 
tlement on the river and Bay of Espiritu Santo. He therefore 
decided to remit the prisoner to the City of Mexico, in order 
that the viceroy might examine him, and, with the aid of better 

interpreters, learn definitely the location of the settlement from 
which the Frenchman came.70 As direct communication between 

69Declarazion del frances Frco alias Yan Jarri, June 7, 1688, Ibid., 
11-15. 

"The above facts are narrated in a letter of Leon to the viceroy dated 
June 21, 1688, 4 pp., enclosing autos and derrotero previously cited 
(Ibid., 1-20). The story of the capture of Jean Henri, as drawn from 
these original documents, differs materially from the account given in 
the Carta of Manzanet, which has hitherto been the sole authority for 
this episode. Manzanet, who was a missionary in the mission of Caldera 
at the time of the capture, makes it appear that the discovery of the 
Frenchman was due to his own efforts. One of his neophytes, named 
Juan or Juanillo, he said, had told him of the Frenchman, and, at 
Manzanet's order, succeeded in inducing the Frenchman to go to a 
rancheria nearer Coahuila, where Captain Leon had captured him with- 
out any danger whatever. According to Manzanet, the prisoner said that 
he was a native of "Cheblie," in New France. (Carta de Don Damian 
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Coahuila and Mexico had not yet been well established, Leon took 
the prisoner to Monterey in order to send him from there to the 

capital. From Monterey Leon wrote the viceroy in regard to the 
imminent danger from the French, reminding him that the pre- 
sidio of Coahuila was garrisoned by only twenty-five men, and 
that it would be impossible to hold back the threatened invasion 
unless reinforcements were sent. He thought that the French 
town should be attacked both by land and sea, and that any less 
formidable effort would probably result in failure. He stated that 
he would send out spies immediately upon his return to his pre- 
sidio, in an effort to learn something definite in regard to the 

enemy's stronghold.7' 
The prisoner reached the City of Mexico on July 12, in the 

custody of Captain Martin de Mendiondo, and was immediately 
taken before the viceroy for examination. This time he declared 
that his name was Jean Henri; that he was a native of Xeble, in 
France ;72 and that when a youth he had been captured on the 
sea by the English. When asked whither his captors had taken 

him, he made no reply, but merely laughed. He said that he had 
come from France five years before in company with Monsieur 

Philip and Monsieur Xarri (Henri). When asked how far it 

was from the rancheria in which he was found to the French set- 

tlement on the Gulf of Mexico, he replied at first that it was three 

leagues, and then said that it was three hundred. When ques- 
tioned more closely upon this point, he remained silent, twisting 
a handkerchief which he wore around his neck, and shrugging 
his shoulders. In connection with another question, however, he 
stated that it was a journey of thirty-two days from the settlement 

Manzanet a Don Carlos de Siguenza, in THE QUARTERLY, II, 255-256.) 
Leon makes no mention of Manzanet in the contemporary autos, and 
the details of the capture are quite different from the priest's account. 
Although Leon doubtless exaggerated the danger to which he was ex- 
posed in venturing among the Indians ruled by the white chief, it is 
hard to believe that his autos and letter are entirely fabricated, and they 
should probably be accepted in preference to the later and more general 
account given by Manzanet, and followed by modern writers. 

71Leon to the viceroy, June 21, 1688, Autos y Diligencias q se an 
Executado, etc., 1-4. At Monterey, the new governor, Pedro Fernandez 
de la Ventosa, tried to examine the Frenchman, but was unable to gain 
any more information from him (Fernandez de la Ventosa to the viceroy, 
June 19, 1688, Ibid., 20. 

72I have found no indication that "Xeble" or "Xebla" was in New 
France, as stated by Manzanet. 
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to the rancheria. Yet, only a moment later, when asked how 

many days it had taken him to walk from the rancheria to the 

settlement, as he afirmed he had done, he did not answer, but 

merely struck his breast with his open palm, and remained in 

deep contemplation. He was then asked how he had reached the 
tribe of Indians with whom he had been living. He replied that 
he had come with three ships to a certain bay, where all had em- 
barked in seven small boats, and had gone up a river to the place 
where the fort was built. From the fort he had gone to rule over 
the Indians. A map was shown the prisoner, and he was asked 
how many men there were in the fort on the river that was 
pointed out to him.73 He replied that there were six companies 
of twenty-four men each in the fort, governed by a Monsieur 
Philip; that the fort was made of adobe, and had twenty pieces 
of artillery; that when he had seen the settlement last there were 
also seventeen wooden houses near the fort, on the north side of 
the river. On the south side of the river, he said, were the fields 
of the settlers. From the fort to the Bay of Espiritu Santo, he 
thought that it was a journey of three days by land and one by 
the river. When questioned once more in regard to the distance 
from the fort to the rancheria, he said that he did not know how 
far it was, although he had made the journey on foot; that it 

might be one hundred and fifty leagues, or that it might be three 
hundred. He did not know the name of the river or of the bay 
on which the fort was located, but said that the fort itself was 
called "La Verit6 (La V'erdad), and that the rancheria where he 
lived had been called "Enjen" by his countrymen who visited him 
there. There was no other fortified settlement on the coast, he 
said, except a small, unfortified town of the Flemish. 

At this point the examination was suspended, and was not re- 
sumed until July 16. At the second hearing the prisoner was 
confronted with the declaration he had made in Coahuila, and 
was asked to explain the various discrepancies that appeared be- 
tween it and the statement that he had made in the capital. He 
said that they had not understood him in Coahuila, and that he 
had told the truth in his declaration before the viceroy. He now 

73This map was apparently a sketch (borrador) of the Gulf coast, and 
the river pointed out was probably that of Espiritu Santo, as shown on 
the old maps. 
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added further details in regard to the French settlement. The 
three ships which he had previously mentioned, he said, had sailed 
from the port of the Virgin Mary, three leagues from his native 
town of Xeb]e, bearing patents from the king of France for the 

founding of a colony. They had not gone directly to the place 
where the fort was built, however, but had first explored the coast 
of the Gulf of Mexico, seeking a suitable place at which to settle. 

They had finally found the bay and river referred to, and had 
landed in seven boats, the three large ships having been wrecked 
in the bay. He was again asked if he could tell how far it was 
from the fort to the rancheria. He now replied that he remem- 
bered that it had taken him twelve days to make the journey. 
He said that he was sure that he could find the way to the fort 

again, as he had left many signs along the route he had taken. 

Many other questions were asked the Frenchman, and various tests 
made of his sanity. He was made to repeat the creed, the Ave 

Maria, and other parts of the Catholic doctrine, which he did very 
well. Nothing further could be learned, however, in regard to 

the location of the fort and settlement, and the longer he was 

examined, the more confusing did his statements become. The 
officials were finally forced to desist, being firmly convinced that 
the man was demented.74 

In spite of the conflicting nature of his statements, however, 
there was no doubt that he was a Frenchman, and that he had 
been found far within the limits of Spanish territory. It seemed 

impossible, too, that he should have imagined all of the details 
he had given concerning the French fort. The Conde de la Mon- 

clova, therefore, remembering the solicitude of the king in regard 
to the reported French colony, decided that it would be necessary 
to make another search for it. Orders were given, consequently, 
for another maritime expedition, and for an entrada by land with 

74Declarazon. del franzes ante el virrey, Ibid., 20-34. The viceroy or- 
dered the Frenchman to be given the best of treatment, in the hope that 
his mind would become clearer, but he continued in his half-witted state. 
The viceroy thought at first that the man might be one of a number of 
Frenchmen who had been condemned to various mines in New Spain a 
few years before, and that he had escaped to the northern frontier. The 
prisoner showed no knowledge of such events. however, and a comparison 
of the descriptions of the Frenchmen thus condemned showed that Jean 
Henri corresponded to none of them. The only explanation seemed to 
be that he had really come from a French settlement as he claimed. 
(Monclova to the king, February 10, 1688, p. 4.) 
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one hundred men, under the command of Alonso de Leon. The 
maritime expedition was to be made without delay, but the one 
by land could not be gotten ready until the following year.75 

The Fifth Maritime Expedition 

Three days after the examination of Jean Henri was concluded, 
the viceroy wrote to Captain Martin de Rivas, who was at Vera 

Cruz, in regard to another maritime expedition to search for the 
town described by the Frenchman. Rivas was preparing for a 

voyage to Laguna de Terminos, Yucatan, in order to drive out 
the foreigners who were cutting valuable timber there. The vice- 

roy ordered him to suspend this operation and consult with Andres 
de Pez in regard to the proposed expedition. According to the 
Frenchman's confused statement, the viceroy said, the settlement 

appeared to be about one hundred leagues from the rancheria 
north of Coahuila, and about five leagues from the sea. It did 
not seem .necessary, therefore, to explore the whole Gulf coast 

again, but merely the region from Tampico to the bay where the 
wrecked vessel had been found. But extreme care should be taken 
this time, the viceroy observed, to explore every river and inlet, 
no matter how small, and landing parties should be sent ashore 
for this purpose if otherwise impossible. Great haste was urged, 
and Rivas was authorized to send his reply by special courier.76 

Rivas lost no time in getting into touch with Pez. On July 24 
the two captains sent in a joint report on the expedition. While 

they were absolutely certain in their own minds, they said, that 
there was no suitable place for settlement on the part of the Gulf 
coast indicated by the viceroy, yet, in order to clear up any doubts 
that might have arisen as a result of the Frenchman's story, they 
were willing to make another voyage. They suggested that the 
Rio Grande should be explored carefully, as this had not been 
done the last time; and that the voyage should then be continued 
to San Bernardo Bay and the Rio de Cibolas. If nothing were 
found in this distance, they said, it would be useless to look 

further, as the remainder of the coast was swampy and unfit for 

"'Junta general, July 23, 1688, Ibid., 37-40; viceroy's decree, August 9, 
1688, Ibid., 43. 

'The viceroy to Rivas, July 19, 1688, 2 pp. 
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settlement. They thought that the two piraguas should be used 
for the exploration, with crews of fifty men each, and supplies 
for one hundred and nine days." The viceroy wholly approved 
of these suggestions, and gave the necessary orders for the expe- 
dition. Once more he reminded Rivas of the need for thorough- 
ness, so that not the slightest doubt should remain. The vessels 
were ordered to sail as soon as possible without awaiting further 
instructions from the capital.s8 

Rivas and Pez left Vera Cruz in the two piraguas on August 8, 
and proceeded to Tampico, where they remained nine days. Six 

days were spent in exploring the Rio de Maupate or Palmas, just 
north of Tampico, as the Indians had reported that white men 

had been seen in that region. From this river they continued 
to the Rio Grande, and anchored opposite the mouth on Septem- 
ber 1. On the following day the river was entered in canoes, but 
the Indians showed so much hostility that the party returned to 
the ships. Another exploring party soon set out, however, in 
two canoes. For five days they ascended the river, until it was 
decided that its source could not be far away, and that there was 
no use of going further. They reached the piraguas again on 

September 9. San Bernardo Bay was next visited. The wreck 
was no longer there, having finally been broken up by the wind 
and waves. Fourteen days were spent in exploring the bay, but 
the rivers were found to be dried up, and were not examined. 
The whole region appeared so uninviting that it seemed absurd 
to imagine that a settlement would be made there. An attempt 
was again made to communicate with the Indians, but only one 
band was seen, which fled after firing a shower of arrows. The 
search was continued to the Rio de Cibolas, probably the modern 

Colorado, but it, too, was found to be without water on account 
of the unusually dry season. The return voyage was begun on 

September 25, and Vera Cruz was reached at midnight, Septem- 
ber 29.79 

77Rivas and Pez to the viceroy, July 24, 1688, 3 pp. 

78The viceroy to Rivas, July 28, 1688, 2 pp. 
'"Diario dcl Viage que se va a ejecutar con el favor de Dios a la costa 

de Barlovento de horden del Exmo. Sor. Conde de la Monclova . . 
con las dos Galeotas a efectos del real Servio. de S. M., siendo cavo de 
ellas el Capn. de mar y guerra Martin de Rivas, 11 pp.; the viceroy to 
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Upon their arrival at Vera Cruz, Rivas and Pez found there 
the Conde de Galve, who had been appointed to succeed Monclova, 
the latter having been promoted to the viceroyalty of Peru. The 

captains turned over the diary and map of their voyage to the 
new viceroy, who soon took charge of the affairs of the kingdom. 
Galve was of the opinion that it would be useless to make any 
more maritime expeditions, and that it was more logical to con- 

tinue the search by land from the northern frontier. He there- 
fore did not make any changes in the plans for the expedition 
from Coahuila under Alonso de Leon, and preparations were 
continued to this end.80 

Plans to Find the French by Way of Nueva Vizcaya 

While the expedition from Coahuila was being made ready, 
reports reached the western province of Nueva Vizcaya, which 
caused the governor, Juan Isidro de Pardifias, to become actively 
interested in the search for the French. 

Among the Indians who were accustomed to visit the mission 
of La Junta, at the junction of the Rio Grande and Conchos Rivers, 
were different bands 

o:f 
the Cibolo and Jumano tribes, whose wan- 

derings extended over a large portion of the present state of Texas. 
In the year 1687 a number of these Indians told one of the mis- 
sionaries at La Junta of the presence of "other Spaniards" in the 

country of the Texas Indians, and asked to be given a letter to 
these people. The priest told them to bring first a letter from 
the strangers. This the Indians promised to do. Although no 
letter was forthcoming, in September of the following year a 
number of Cibolo arrived at the mission, bringing further details 
about the unknown people. They told of white men, dressed in 

armor, who carried on trade with the Texas, and who returned 
at intervals to their wooden boats on the sea. One of these boats 
was said to have been wrecked. The Indians said that these men 
had told them that the Spaniards of Parral were no good, and 
that they themselves would soon occupy the whole country. The 
Cibolo also said that one of the white men had been forced to 

the king, June 14, 1689, 3 pp.; Conde de la Monclova to the king, Feb- 
ruary 10, 1689, pp. 5-6. 

"8Conde de Galve to the king, June 14, 1689, pp. 1-2. 
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flee from his countrymen, and that he was living with a tribe of 
Indians not far from the Texas, leading them against their ene- 
mies and ruling over them.81 In these confused reports one may 
recognize various facts connected with La Salle's colony-the jour- 
neys of La Salle to the Texas Indians, the loss of his ships, and the 

picturesque figure of Jean Henri among the Indians. 
As a result of these rumors, Governor Pardifias, who was well 

aware of the many efforts that had been made by the viceroy to 
discover the French settlement, resolved to send out an expedition 
for this purpose himself. He therefore appointed Juan Fernandez 
de Ratana, captain of the presidio of Conchos, to lead a force of 

ninety men and a large number of Indian auxiliaries in order to 

capture some of the French and explore the Bay of Espiritu Santo. 
Pardifias believed that the Rio Grande flowed into this bay, and 
he therefore instructed Fernandez to follow this river to its mouth. 
Alliances with the Indians were especially recommended, in order 
to strengthen Spanish influence in the region threatened by the 
French.82 

The ambition of Governor Pardifias was not to be gratified. 
Although there are indications that the expedition was actually 
sent out, it seems to have accomplished nothing more than the 
chastisement of certain hostile tribes near Junta de los Rios. The 

plan to search for the French from Nueva Vizcaya was necessarily 
abandoned, because of the arrival of a despatch from the viceroy 
instructing Pardifias to send fifty men to take part in the expedi- 
tion that had been authorized from Coahuila. 

The Discovery of La Salle's Settlement 

The well-known expedition of Alonso de Leon of Texas was 
made in the early spring of 1689. Captain Leon set out from 

Coahuila il, the latter part of March with a force of one hundred 

8'Testimonio of Don Nicolas and Fray Agustin de Colina, November 20, 
1688, 9 pp.; in Audencia de Guadalajara, estante 66, caj6n 6, legajo 18. 

8aJuan Isidro de Pardifias Villar de Francos to the king, November 21, 
1688, with accompanying autos, 25 pp. (Manuscript in Audiencia de 
Guadalajara, estante 66, caj6n 6, legajo 18.) These documents were seen 
by the Council of the Indies in January, 1690. A letter of thanks was 
ordered sent to Pardifias, with instructions to report the result of the 
expendition (Ibid.). 
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mern.s3 Although the French prisoner, Jean Henri, had been sent 
back from the City of Mexico to act as guide for the expedition, 
he proved to be of little service, doing all that he could to dis- 

courage the Spaniards, and persuade them that they would never 
be able to find the fort. Before the expedition reached the Rio 
Grande an Indian was encountered who said that he knew where 
the French had built their settlement. He said that it consisted 
of six or seven houses, and was located at a place about six days' 
journey from the Rio Grande. Under the guidance of this Indian, 
the journey was continued toward the northeast. On April 14 
the troops arrived at a large river, which was named Nuestra 
Sefiora de Guadalupe, in honor of the patron saint of the expe- 
dition. On the following day they halted at a creek about a 
league beyond the Guadalupe, as the guide told them that the 
town was not far away. A council of war was held, and it was 
decided that it would be best to leave the main camp at a suitable 

place, and advance with sixty soldiers to reconnoiter the settle- 
ment. Three leagues further, an Indian was captured, and taken 
before Captain Leon. He reported that his rancheria was close 
at hand, and that in it there were four Frenchmen, who had be- 
longed to the settlement. The main body of the troops now halted, 
and Captain Leon proceeded with the advance guard to the Indian 

village. Here he learned that the Frenchmen had departed sev- 
eral days before for the country of the Texas Indians. At sunset 
another rancheria was reached. The Indians confirmed the pre- 
vious report that had been received in regard to the four French- 
men, and told the Spaniards that the inhabitants of the town had 
been killed by the Indians of the coast some three months before. 
On April 17 still another rancheria was encountered, the inhab- 
itants of which were known to the old Frenchman, Jean Henri. 
The route of the four Frenchmen was learned more definitely, and 
a letter was written to them in French, asking them to meet the 

Spaniards in their old settlement. The scouting party then re- 
joined the camp near the Guadalupe, and three days were spent 
in searching for a soldier who had gotten lost during a stampede 

'3The expedition was made up of ten men from each of the presidios of 
Casas Grandes, Conchos, Cerro Gordo, El Callo, and Cuencame in Nueva 
Vizcaya, and fifty men from the settlements of Coahuila and Nuevo Leon. 
Father Manzanet, who was one of the chaplains of the expedition, gives 
the total force as eighty men (Carta). 
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of the horses. On the 21st the entire expedition resumed its 
march. Eight leagues further, they arrived at a deep stream, on 
which the guide said the French town was situated. On the 22nd, 
after having marched three leagues down the creek, the expedi- 
tion arrived at last within sight of the long-sought-for settlement. 
The troops were again halted, and Captain Leon, with a few of 
his officers and the priests, went forward to inspect the place. It 
was found to be entirely deserted. The six wooden houses of 
which it was composed were already beginning to show signs of 
deterioration. On all sides there was evidence of a typical Indian 
attack. Parts of broken guns, shattered mission ornaments, and 
the torn pages of scores of French books were scattered about in 
confusion. Some distance from the houses three skeletons were 
found. They were buried by the Spaniards, and a mass sung over 
the remains. No other bodies could be found, and it was supposed 
that the Indians had thrown them into the creek, and that they 
had been eaten by the alligators.84 

The little settlement which had been sought for so many times 
was thus found at a distance of one hundred and thirty-six leagues 
from Coahuila. It was located on the present Garcitas River, 
about five miles from the bay which had been repeatedly explored 
by the maritime expeditions sent out from Mexico.85 On April 
22 Captain Leon took thirty mounted men and explored the neigh- 
boring bay, which he concluded must be no other than that of 
Espiritu Santo. They were guided by Jean Henri, who seemed 
now to show some signs of intelligence. The old Frenchman 
pointed out the mouth of the bay, where he said he had entered 
with Monsieur Philip. On the 25th Leon and his party returned 
to the main camp, and found that a reply had been received from 
the Frenchmen among the Texas. They said they were tired of 

living among the savages, and would soon join the Spaniard-. 
The letter was signed by Jean de 1'Arch6veque of Bayonne. On 

s4Auto of Leon, April 22, 1689, in Autos y Diligencias q se an Execu- 
tado, 49-51; derrotero, entry for April 22, Ibid. (Translated by Miss E. 
H. West, TILE QUARTERLY, VIII, 199-224). The auto cited above has 
never been used before. It gives additional details concerning the French 
settlement not found in the diary. 

"8The site of La Salle's fort has been positively identified by Professor 
Bolton, after a personal inspection of the locality. Cf. "The Location of 
La Salle's Colony on the Gulf of Mexico," in the Mississippi Valley His- 
torical Review, II, 165-182. 
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May 1 
Archevi.que 

and a companion, named Jacques Grollet, were 
found by Captain Leon in a rancheria of one of the chiefs of the 
Texas tribe. They were formally examined, and full details of 
La Salle's colony and its failure were now learned. They said 
that more than one hundred of the settlers had died from an 

epidemic of smallpox, and that the rest were massacred by the 
Indians. They themselves had escaped, as they had gone to the 

country of the Texas with La Salle shortly before the attack.8" 
The return to Coahuila was made without difficulty. Captain 

Leon reached the presidio slightly in advance of the main force, 
having hurried on from the Nueces River to draw up his reports 
of the expedition. On May 16 he remitted to the viceroy the 

diary, map, and full autos of the journey which he had so success- 

fully concluded. Archeveque and Grollet were also sent to the 

capital, Jean Henri remaining in Coahuila.87 
The two Frenchmen were examined by the viceroy on June 10, 

in the presence of Captains Pez and Barroto, who had searched in 
vain for the settlement which they had declared to be a myth. 
In these second declarations still further facts were brought our 

concerning La Salle's colony. Two days later Pez and Barroto 
identified the bay which Captain Leon had called the Bay of 

Espiritu Santo, and the French, that of Saint Louis, as the one 
which they had explored and named San Bernardo Bay.88 

The mystery of the French settlement and the Bay of Espiritu 
Santo had finally been solved. Happily for Spain no fortified 

stronghold had been found, but only the mute ruins of the settle- 
ment planted by the luckless adventurer who had dared intrude 

8"Declarations of Archeveque and Grollet, in Autos y Diligencias q 
se an Executado, 51-58. Much additional light is thrown upon La Salle's 
project by these declarations, but the limits of this paper forbid any de- 
tailed treatment of the subject. Strange to say, Arch-vbque and Grollet 
did not know Jean Henri, and thought that he had wandered from the 
fort built by La Salle on the Illinois. There are indications that Leon 
nimself adopted this theory, which has much evidence to support it. The 
writer hopes to say more in this connection at a future time. 

81Leon to the viceroy, May 16, 1689, Ibid., 44-47. 
"Parecer of Pez and Barroto, June 12, 1689, Ibid., 67-69. The decla- 

rations of Archeveque and Grollet before the viceroy are contained in 
Ibid., 59-67. The two Frenchmen were taken to Spain in 1689 by Captain 
Pez, and were confined in prison in Cadiz until 1692, when they were per- 
mitted to return to New Spain (Manuscript in Audiencia de Mexico, 
estante 61, caj6n 6, legajo 21). Their later life in New Mexico is fairly 
well known. 
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within the domains of the Most Catholic Majesty. But the threat- 
ened danger was not forgotten, and as a result two important 
movements were to be made. The first one, which occurred with- 
out delay, was the founding of missions among the Texas Indians, 
the most promising of the natives in the region where the French 
menace had manifested itself. The second one, conceived at the 
same time, but not definitely undertaken until another threat was 

experienced from France, was the occupation of Pensacola Bay, 
and the founding of the presidio of Santa Maria de Galve. 
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